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FOMC’s Goldilocks projections overlook impending fiscal drag, especially from student-loan 
repayments 

We expect US real GDP to grow above 4% QoQsaar in Q3CY23, inducing a further 25bp hike in the Fed Funds rate at 
the FOMC’s meeting on 1st Nov’23. At this week’s meeting, the FOMC’s median projections suggested a Goldilocks 
economy in CY23, with real GDP growing 2.1% (vs the projection of 1% in Jun’23) while core PCE inflation was projected 
to end CY23 at 3.7% (vs 3.9% previously). But the US economy has benefited from a persistent fiscal stimulus over 
recent quarters. This will be abruptly withdrawn in Q4CY23, with a cap on non-defense discretionary spending coming 
into force as part of the debt ceiling deal agreed in May’23, and student loan interest payments set to resume on 1st 
Oct’23. The consequent decline in personal consumption is still likely to tip the US into recession in Q4CY23-Q1CY24.  

 .  
Resumed student-loan repayments to erode PCE from Q4CY23 

The debt ceiling deal ended the moratorium on student-loan interest payments 
(which had been in place since Mar’20 as a form of covid relief). President 
Biden’s plan to write-off some student loans (estimated to total USD440bn) 
was deemed unconstitutional by the US Supreme Court at end-Jun’23. So, 
interest began accruing on the entirety  of the USD1.6trn of student loans from 
this month, and interest payments will resume on 1st Oct’23. These are 
estimated to reduce the average individual’s disposable income by 8-9% in 
Q4CY23, thus eating into private consumption expenditure (the key pillar of US 
economic strength in recent quarters).  

Inverted yield curve will win, helped by strong USD 

The USD is likely to continue rallying in nominal effective terms, gaining 
against the EUR and GBP as those central banks face less pressure to raise 
rates as headline inflation abates. While a weakening USD boosted the US 
economy in H1CY23, the stronger USD will be a drag on net exports in Q4CY23 
– helping tip the US economy into the recession that has been telegraphed by 
the persistently inverted yield curve since Jul’22. We expect the recession, 
combined with the YoY decline in M2 throughout CY23, to finally help rein-in 
core PCE inflation to 3% YoY by Mar’24, allowing the Fed to resume cutting its 
policy rate in Q2FY24.    
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Goldilocks economy implies smaller and later rate cut projections 

The rate-setting Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) chose to keep its policy rates 
unchanged at its Sep’23 meeting (as widely expected), but the committee’s median 
projections for the economy were revised substantially upwards. In particular, the real 
GDP growth projection for CY23 was revised up from 1% (in Jun’23) to 2.1%, while the 
CY24 projection was also raised to 1.5% (from 1.1% in Jun’23). Despite the much higher 
projections for growth, the core PCE inflation projection was lowered slightly, to 3.7% 
for end-CY23 (from 3.9% in Jun’23) and unchanged at 2.6% for end-CY24.  

This Goldilocks scenario (‘not too hot, not too cold’) would result in a soft-landing for 
the US economy, defying the persistent prediction of a recession indicated by the 
inverted yield curve. While the median FOMC projection remains for the Fed Funds rate 
to end CY23 at 5.6% (implying one more 25bp rate hike this year), the projection for 
end-CY24 has been raised to 5.1% (implying a 50bp reduction during next year, or just 
25bp lower than the current Fed Funds rate).  

Exhibit 1: FOMC’s Goldilocks projections: Faster growth, slower inflation, but smaller and later rate cuts  

 

Source: FOMC 
 

Core MoM inflation has eased, but needs to abate more 

The Fed Funds rate remains at 5.25-5% (i.e., a central rate of 5.375%), well above both 
the core PCE inflation rate (4.2% YoY in Jul’23) and the core CPI inflation rate (4.3% YoY 
in Aug’23). Crucially, both core CPI (+0.3% MoM, or 3.6% annualised) and core PCE 
(+0.2% MoM, or 2.4% annualised) grew at a more moderate MoM pace than the 
headline YoY growth pace in the latest month, implying that the momentum of core 
inflation has begun slowing slightly. But, MoM changes need to abate further if core 
inflation is to be brought closer to the 2% YoY target – having consistently remained 
above 4% YoY since Oct’21.    
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Exhibit 2: Real policy rate positive now, despite core inflation exceeding 4% YoY 
for nearly 2 years 

 

Source: I-Sec, based on data from FRB, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 

Eight months of M2 contraction haven’t sufficed to rein in core 
inflation much 

Our view since the beginning of CY22 has been that the excessively rapid money 
supply (M2) growth in Mar’20-Feb’22 (averaging 18.2% YoY over the period, vs an 
average of 6.8% YoY and a peak of 10.4% YoY in the 60 years preceding covid) would 
inevitably keep inflation high, force rapid hikes in the Fed Funds rate and result in a 
recession by CY24 (see Monetary Policy errors have raised the risk of recession by 
2024, 7th Apr’22). Since Dec’22, M2 has had to contract YoY (for the first time since 
1945) declining 3.7% YoY in Jul’23 as quantitative tightening resumed after a two-
month hiatus. But this has not yet sufficed to bring core inflation anywhere near the 
Fed’s 2% YoY target.  

Exhibit 3: Resumption of QT, and M2 contracting 3.7% YoY, but core inflation still 
too high 

 

Source: I-Sec, based on data from FRB and CEIC   
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With real GDP likely growing over 4% in Q3CY23, expect a 25bp hike 
in Nov’23  

Aided by a large fiscal stimulus, which has taken the US fiscal deficit to 8.6% of GDP 
in the year to Jun’23 (with a large deficit still likely in the current quarter), US real GDP 
growth is likely to stay strong in Q3CY23, accelerating to above 4%QoQsaar growth 
for the quarter. The Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow estimate for the quarter is 4.9% growth. 
Given such rapid growth, and the persistence of excessively high core inflation, the Fed 
is likely to raise the Fed Funds rate by another 25bp (to a range of 5.5-5.75%, or a 
central rate of 5.625%) at its next FOMC meeting (ending 1st Nov’23). We have 
maintained a steady forecast since the beginning of CY23 of the Fed Funds rate 
peaking at 5.5%, so this represents a slight increase in our forecast target for the Fed 
Funds rate.   

Exhibit 4: US yield curve remains severely inverted, still predicting recession ahead  

 

Source: FRB-St. Louis 

 

Fiscal impulse to weaken as spending restraints and student loan 
repayments kick-in from Oct’23  

The US 10-year minus 2-year yield spread has remained consistently inverted since 5th 
Jul’22. Although (at -0.63pp currently) the inversion is less severe than at its worst 
point (-1.08pp on 3rd Jul’23), it continues to signal a recession ahead. We expect that 
the persistence of high interest rates across maturities will begin to weigh on domestic 
demand, particularly private consumption. The ongoing fiscal stimulus will diminish as 
the deficit narrows from Q4CY23, particularly since the spending restraints kick-in at 
the start of the next fiscal year (Oct’23). And, with President Biden’s massive student-
loan forgiveness program deemed unconstitutional by the Supreme Court (at the end 
of Jun’23), at least USD440bn of student-loans, which the Biden administration had 
sought to forgive, will need to be serviced from 1st Oct’23 onwards. Since Mar’20, there 
was a moratorium on student-loan repayments as part of the US policy response to 
the covid pandemic – benefitting 27mn Americans – but that moratorium ended as part 
of the debt-ceiling deal. As of Sep’23, interest has started accruing on all USD1.6trn of 
student loans, and repayments must resume from 1st Oct’23. Although US households 
still have excess savings built up via the three stimulus cheques they received in 
Apr’20-Mar’21, the additional student-debt service payments are expected to account 
for 37% of the excess savings of individuals outside the top-20% of income earners, 
and reduce monthly personal disposable income by 8-9% on average. There will clearly 
be a significant negative impact on personal consumption (the key driver of the US 
economy in recent quarters).      
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Exhibit 5: US fiscal deficit at 8.6% of GDP in the year to Jun’23; to decline from 
Q4CY23 

 

Source: I-Sec, based on data from US Bureau of Economic Analysis 

 

Stronger USD reining in net external demand, plus fiscal contraction, to still 
tip the US into recession in Q4CY23-Q1CY24  

We expect the USD’s NEER (DXY) to continue the rebound that began in the third week 
of Jul’23. There will be less pressure on the ECB and BoE to tighten policy as headline 
inflation moderates (since they target headline rather than core inflation), so the yield 
differential will begin to favour the USD. Thus net exports will be more of a drag on 
growth in Q4CY23. We expect the combination of a reduced fiscal impulse and a 
strengthening USD to sufficiently weaken aggregate demand to tip the US into 
recession in Q4CY23 and Q1CY24, thereby also contributing to further reducing core 
PCE inflation as M2 contracts YoY through the rest of CY23. The earliest possibility of 
a US rate cut continues to be in Q2CY24, after core PCE inflation has moderated below 
2.5% YoY.     
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Recent reports 
Date Report 

16-09-2023 Green shoots of a goods export rebound emerge, while the expanding services surplus suggests no FY24 CAD 

13-09-2023 Industrial output accelerates, but still-elevated non-core CPI inflation is set to moderate 

12-09-2023 China's structural over-capacity triggers a widening financial crisis; but its banks are still liquid 

01-09-2023 Economic momentum is robust despite some seeming fiscal deterioration 

21-08-2023 'Bidenomics' delays recession; high core inflation and fiscal deficits to buoy bond yields all year  

15-08-2023 Inflation surge in Jul'23 tempered by lower core inflation; industrial rebound moderates a tad 

11-08-2023 RBI keeps policy rate unchanged but raises a red flag on vegetable inflation; rate cut likely only in Apr’24 

02-08-2023 Twin Deficit Watch: Fiscal improvements slowed in Q1FY24, but CAD likely to vanish in FY24  

27-07-2023 FOMC's 25bp hike restores a positive real Fed Funds rate; we think the hiking cycle is nearly done 

17-07-2023 Goods exports and imports slump, but improving goods and services trade balances bode well for CAD 

14-07-2023 China's tepid recovery reflects a slow-burning crisis of over-capacity in industry and real estate  

13-07-2023 Industrial recovery gains traction; but with inflation edging higher, a rate cut is unlikely before Jan'24 

29-06-2023 CAD set to shrink further as the dynamism of services is complemented by a likely rebound in goods exports 

16-06-2023 Trade deficit shrinks faster in Apr-May'23; CAD likely to be minimal in Q1FY24 and all of FY24 

15-06-2023  FOMC pauses, but dot plot suggests at least 2 more hikes likely; we still expect Fed Funds to peak at 5.5% 

14-06-2023  Inflation abates to below the RBI’s projection, making a rate cut by Oct’23 more likely; industrial growth is steady 

01-06-2023 Real GDP likely to continue being buoyed by net exports and investment, as the government’s borrowing declines 

31-05-2023 Declining imports mainly reflect falling import prices, not declining domestic demand 

24-05-2023 US default remains unlikely, but this is Round 1 of protracted negotiations to cut excessive public debt  

17-05-2023 Trade deficit narrows, likely pushing the current account into surplus for another couple of quarters  

16-05-2023 Inflation recedes enough to preclude more tightening; industrial fragility suggests room for rate cuts by Q3FY24  

04-05-2023 Global growth prospects clouded, but India’s 7%+ real GDP growth to be spurred by investment and net exports  

13-04-2023 Goldilocks redux: Industrial output accelerates in Jan-Feb'23, inflation recedes in Mar'23  

03-04-2023 Twin Deficit Watch: CAD on track to stay below 2% of GDP in FY23, fiscal deficit below 6% of GDP 

23-03-2023 FOMC hikes 25bp (as expected); its dot plots suggest another 25bp hike in CY23 and mild recession ahead 

22-03-2023 CA surplus likely in Q4FY23, and services to provide a fillip in FY24 too amid slowing goods trade  

15-03-2023 Elevated core inflation requires further US tightening; banking woes to necessarily alter the mix of measures  

13-03-2023 Industrial output accelerates in Jan'23, spurred by capex; labour-intensive manufacturing remains a drag  

28-02-2023 US inflation shock implies more aggressive tightening ahead, while a recession remains imminent 

16-02-2023 Trade deficit likely to narrow sharply in Jan-Sep'23, but labour-intensive export revival remains elusive  

14-02-2023 Inflation spike illusory (distorted by food-grain weights), but could induce a hawkish policy response 

10-02-2023 RBI stays hawkish; we expect inflation to recede faster than RBI projects, requiring no more hikes in CY23 

08-02-2023 US Economy: Recession imminent, but more monetary tightening needed to tame inflation  

02-02-2023 FY24 Budget: Balancing act achieves fiscal prudence while boosting capex further  

31-01-2023 Twin Deficit Watch: Revenue strength provides room for manoeuvre on the Budget; CAD set to moderate 

13-01-2023 Goldilocks economy? Industrial growth rebounds and inflation continues to abate 

29-12-2022 Twin Deficit Watch: CAD likely peaked in Q2FY23; fiscal improvement persists despite higher subsidies 

15-12-2022 Recession inevitable amid Fed hawkishness; inflation will wane and rate cuts are likely in H2CY23  

13-12-2022 A positive real rate is restored, as inflation abates and industrial output also wanes  

13-12-2022 Foreign exchange reserves being rebuilt, as INR holds steady against a depreciating USD 

07-12-2022 RBI tightens monetary policy as expected; no further rate hikes are likely in FY23, in our view 

01-12-2022 Fixed investment spending is being crowded-in as government borrowing stays below target 

https://ind01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsbsmail.icicisecurities.com%2FCRMPortal%2FResearchDownload.aspx%3FPid%3DFLbJYOEmZ3Q%253d%26Cid%3DubrMarXuxi0%253d%26fName%3DYihFE6Ehzt%252b4JYJFiefqmmzwe0GPjlbn%26typ%3DAPSSeVhmQ%252b8%253d&data=05%7C01%7Cshreekant.joshi%40icicisecurities.com%7Cd21229ef743b4974c85408dbb69a71ee%7C612750759376485d820e102b887c823f%7C1%7C0%7C638304546693211553%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hO8EVjGaB11joiAF%2Bo9iayTFur6Rq3qhuGW6yqbcCeo%3D&reserved=0
https://ind01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsbsmail.icicisecurities.com%2FCRMPortal%2FResearchDownload.aspx%3FPid%3DNliSLb2PmLk%253d%26Cid%3DubrMarXuxi0%253d%26fName%3DYihFE6Ehzt8dMIHSA8rD1rdxN5R2AL0fsGRy%252fKXhS2I%253d%26typ%3DAPSSeVhmQ%252b8%253d&data=05%7C01%7Cshreekant.joshi%40icicisecurities.com%7Cbfe3348f68ef4cb7915608dbb4141087%7C612750759376485d820e102b887c823f%7C1%7C0%7C638301770526150346%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=C0tOfDgPWQf9araDFE0UpN6XscQekKYnYoye%2FVy00ho%3D&reserved=0
https://ind01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsbsmail.icicisecurities.com%2FCRMPortal%2FResearchDownload.aspx%3FPid%3DnaAEmEZjgIY%253d%26Cid%3DubrMarXuxi0%253d%26fName%3DYihFE6Ehzt%252f5xHIENyrfNSoyn%252fOm5waz%26typ%3DAPSSeVhmQ%252b8%253d&data=05%7C01%7Cshreekant.joshi%40icicisecurities.com%7Cbc864019871b46872dd008dbb34e6efb%7C612750759376485d820e102b887c823f%7C1%7C0%7C638300921697047929%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=K6oRS%2BZuibXbsgu4uUKlQh1dHR4WSoIuEb%2FWhu7%2FgQk%3D&reserved=0
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Date Report 

24-11-2022 Period of surging USD over, but India likely to persist with mildly weaker NEER  

12-11-2022 Crises of domestic overcapacity and external overlending loom as Xi Jinping reduces focus on the economy 

05-11-2022 Holding up half the sky: Developed economies head to recession, but emerging economies remain resilient 

19-10-2022 Twin Deficit Watch: Sep'22 saw a positive shift in goods trade, while surging direct taxes buoyed the fiscal position  

13-10-2022 Dismal industrial performance amid high food-driven inflation 

03-10-2022 RBI raises repo rate as expected; external balances to improve as inflation differentials begin favouring INR 

28-09-2022 Low external debt is underpinned by large voluntary capital inflows 

22-09-2022 FOMC implicitly acknowledges its policy error; to front-load further rate hikes 

21-09-2022 Supply-side measures sacrifice growth to slay inflation 

01-09-2022 Investment-led recovery to buoy the economy amid global slowdown 

30-08-2022 US Economy: Far from recession now, but clearly headed toward one by Q1CY24 

22-08-2022 Growth will be marginally less robust as India sacrifices external strength to tackle inflation 

28-07-2022 The global investment drought & China’s quarter-century of over-investment 

28-07-2022 FOMC surprises (a bit) positively, with another 75bps hike; suggests smaller hikes in future 

15-07-2022 Twin Deficit Watch: Both deficits remain on a stable path, despite the noise 

13-07-2022 Growth gains ground, but inflation remains troubling  

16-06-2022 Tight labour market obliges the Fed to quickly reverse its policy error  

08-06-2022 RBI hikes 50bp as expected; policy to focus on bringing inflation into line 

01-06-2022 China faces the perfect storm: global tightening, capital flight, over-capacity  

01-06-2022 Rebounding GFCF a positive in Q4FY22; will take the growth baton from exports in FY23  

31-05-2022 IPEF and new FTAs to add medium-term dynamism to India's export engines  

24-05-2022 Growth was under-estimated in CY21, but reforms will spur strong growth in CY22 and CY23  

05-05-2022 MPC's inter-meeting rate hike: countering commodity inflation, and containing fallout from USD strength  

30-04-2022 US Economy: Weak GDP print for Q1 ironically reflects ample evidence of an overheating economy  

13-04-2022 Twin Deficit Watch: BoP current account to improve; revenue surge provides fiscal leeway for FY23 

09-04-2022 Monetary policy remains accommodative, but with a subtly hawkish twist  

07-04-2022 Monetary Policy errors have raised the risk of recession by 2024  

30-03-2022 Firing on all monetary cylinders, China's "selection-year" rebound is being derailed by covid  

25-03-2022 Global GDP to decelerate as FOMC tightens faster; robust external balances bolster India's monetary autonomy  

16-03-2022 Binary risks from revival of the JCPOA (Iran nuclear deal) and the wider impact of financial sanctions on Russia  

11-03-2022 A pro-incumbent win for BJP in 4 states, but longer-term challenger rises in Punjab  

03-03-2022 Higher oil prices in H1CY22 (and lower in H2) to bring forward India’s rate hikes    

23-02-2022 The Risks from a Russia-Ukraine war: Higher oil prices, European recession  

11-02-2022 RBI is in calm seas despite the storm of imminent US tightening   

10-02-2022 A credible path toward crowding-in private investment  

31-01-2022 Budget Preview: Robust fiscal health opens numerous policy options  

25-01-2022 US Economy: Inflation is a monetary phenomenon; FF rate at 1.25% by end-2022 to contain it  

21-01-2022 Re-globalisation to drive growth momentum in 2022  
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